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Streamlined Mission & Vision 
 

Key Terms:  
 
Call/Mission: Who I was sent here to BE, what I was sent here to DO; who I was sent here to SERVE.  
Your mission is the work you will do now, so your vision can be realized. 
 
Vision (to see): What you want to see as a result of living into your mission (i.e. doing the work of your 
mission) 
 

Action Items:  
 
When we share our mission and vision with others it needs to be so simple even the youth can understand 
it, and you should be able to recite it without hesitation. 
 
They should have a basic understanding of your mission and vision immediately after reading it and/or 
hearing it.  
 
Run your mission and vision by some folks to ensure they don't get that "Huh?/glazed over" look after you 
share it. If you find yourself doing a lot of explaining after you've shared it, more clarity (or simplifying) is 
needed. 

 
So here's what's needed... 
 
MISSION: Your mission should simply state what you are called to do (action words) and for whom are you 
called to do it for (people/groups/causes)?   
 
And remember you are called to somebody, not everybody, so begin locking in on your specific tribe 
members (target audience).  
 
I know we want to help the world but that is way too vague, and as long as we are too general we'll be 
throwing resources out at random. 

 
 

Example mission statement: My mission is to help transformational leaders (women messengers) to 

identify, clarify and refine their God-given message so they can reach their tribe.   
 

 
VISION: Your vision should simply state what you would like to see as result of living into your mission. 
 

Example vision statement: My vision is to see God's Messengers equipped with the needed clarity and 

resources to begin reaching their tribes.  

 
These concise versions of our mission and vision statements are what we're aiming to articulate, so let's 
make sure it passes THE CLARITY TEST (run it by others until there's no doubt that they get it.) 
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